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Bucks for their very first shopping day at RAMS-R-US, our site store.   Students are able Bucks for their very first shopping day at RAMS-R-US, our site store.   Students are able 
to earn RAM Bucks for demonstrating consistent prosocial behaviors while attending to earn RAM Bucks for demonstrating consistent prosocial behaviors while attending 
classes, transitioning in the school and demonstrating the expected education norms classes, transitioning in the school and demonstrating the expected education norms 
on a consistent basis.  on a consistent basis.  

More than 25 students participated in the first shopping event while others chose to More than 25 students participated in the first shopping event while others chose to 
save their RAM Bucks to buy higher priced items. Students completed “order forms” save their RAM Bucks to buy higher priced items. Students completed “order forms” 
for homework and submitted them upon arrival to school. Our Principal, Mr. Voll, for homework and submitted them upon arrival to school. Our Principal, Mr. Voll, 
then filled the orders Amazon style from our fulfillment center located on campus.  then filled the orders Amazon style from our fulfillment center located on campus.  
Some very popular items included: Old Spice Body Wash, ROP pullovers and hats, Some very popular items included: Old Spice Body Wash, ROP pullovers and hats, 
personal loofa sponges, motivational wrist bands, personal chess games and passes personal loofa sponges, motivational wrist bands, personal chess games and passes 
for free homework. Students were very excited about turning in their RAM bucks for free homework. Students were very excited about turning in their RAM bucks 
and are eager to begin earning more for the next shopping day at the end of May. and are eager to begin earning more for the next shopping day at the end of May. 
This initiative has created a positive buzz in the school and around campus and it is This initiative has created a positive buzz in the school and around campus and it is 
quite evident that our culture is becoming more and more positive. Teachers have quite evident that our culture is becoming more and more positive. Teachers have 
embraced this new idea and are learning to maximize its effect in their own individual embraced this new idea and are learning to maximize its effect in their own individual 
classrooms. We look forward to seeing this program blossom and become one of the classrooms. We look forward to seeing this program blossom and become one of the 
best parts of our program.best parts of our program.


